A man of

STYLE
&

SUBSTANCE
We speak with design expert and founder of Martin Kemp Design,
Martin Kemp about the world of design
from interiors, architecture, yachts and private jets...

Hi Martin, you were the creative brains behind the design of
our superb Bison Bar. What was your inspiration?
This was a long time ago now, HH wanted more open space and
better seating, a slightly more cohesive feel without losing any of the
existing mood.

Do you ever struggle with coming up with new ideas?
No never. I am regularly stimulated by many things and see ideas in
pretty much everything; it’s a matter of shuffling things about or reimagining them. I have the type of mind that is continually challenging
itself unfortunately…

What is the difference when designing commercial property
vs private property?
Budgets are significantly different per sq/ft; private homes
are always a lot higher. The brief is usually more
open and relaxed on our private homes where
commercial projects need to be practical, durable,
cost effective, long lasting etc.

How long have you been a member at Home House? Which is
your favourite room and why (if you can’t say the Bison Bar)?
I am not sure how long I’ve been using Home House, probably at least
eight years now. It is hard to beat the first floor
Drawing Room of number 20; what’s not to like
about the spectacular plasterwork and glorious
detailing?

The team you have at your own firm is
a lot smaller than the one you worked with
at Candy & Candy – do you prefer working
in smaller or bigger teams?
Currently I prefer a smaller studio as it allows
a more hands-on approach and delivery from me,
however I could happily take over the world too…

I AM
REGULARLY
STIMULATED BY
MANY THINGS
AND SEE IDEAS
IN PRETTY MUCH
EVERYTHING

How has your time in LA affected you on a
creative level?
With my former life in Los Angeles, I developed a sense of detail as
well as a modern and young dynamic which was rare here in London at
the time.

Do you think the American approach to design and aesthetic
differs from British and European design?
To my eye the US has a greater affection for detail, providing one
looks in the right places of course. Also, here we are weighed down a lot
by our heritage and classicism where across the water we are free from
many restrictions.
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Do you have any memorable stories/
experiences about the club you can share?
Probably not that I could put into print here…
What do you do when you have time off
work/ how do you unwind? I usually take
one of my classic cars out into the wilderness,
head into the country at weekends and unwind,
empty my head, walk/hike, cook good food and
light a fire. Bliss.

What excites you about the future? Any big projects coming up?
We have Clarges Mayfair completing soon, a large development in
Monaco under way, a vast private home in Beijing and a spectacular
apartment in New York amongst many projects in the studio at the
moment. Also, we have three new superyachts coming into our sites
as ‘new projects’.
Developing a collection of exceptional home accessories remains a
priority for the company; as a personal passion this is something I am
putting a considerable amount of time into.
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